REVELATION SIGN GESTATION PERIOD
The purpose of this chart is to consider a theory based on the average gestation of a human as it pertains the now famous Revelation 12 Sign. The Sign occurred back in September 23, 2017, just after the Feast of Trumpets. Although many falsely believed the Rapture of the Bride of Christ was to have taken place at that time, no such event
occurred or would have if the proper hermeneutical principles would have been adhered to. The Sign was not also as many suggest a ‘fulfillment’ of what the imagery portrayed in Revelation 12 other than an approximate astronomical resemblance. The Sign was however a monumental time marker, sign, a prelude and type of the Rapture as
it depicted many of the nomenclature involved in the Rapture phenomena and teaching. The Revelation 12 Sign in the same year to converge with that of the 70th year anniversary of Israel being also ‘birthed’ in 1948. Would this be mere coincidence or prophecy? In this case the depiction of Virgo truly would then confirm that the Sign is for
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Based on research, it is calculated and
accepted medically that the gestation of a
human being is pegged at 280 days. This
day count is also equal to 40 weeks with the
minimum being 208 days. For the sake of
the study, the average will be taken, which
would be 240 days. Thus, if one adds the
240 days to the Revelation 12 Sign since
September 23, 2017, then the resulting day
is May 20, 2018. What is special about this
day?
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Well, it so happens that the count
fall on the feast of Pentecost.
Moreover, the Feasts of YHVH as
it relates to the Spring Feasts in
particular happens to synchronize
with both the Rabbinical and
Torah Calendar ones pertaining
to Shavuot.

The confusion came about in part by not really understanding
what prophecy was and is pertinent to Israel and that of the
Church Age. Although it would appear that there are some striking
similarities, some contrived a misconstrued inappropriate overlap
of prophetic outcomes. The Revelation 12 Sign, was just that, a
Sign for Israel within the coming Great Tribulation Period that is
delineated by this Sign. The actual depiction and imagery of the
Rapture of the Bride of Christ, as depicted by the last Apostle
remaining alive, John is seen in the account of chapter 4 with the
divine summonsing to ‘come up here’. There are some unique
attributes about the Revelation 12 Sign that suggested, clearly a
coming ‘birth’. Primarily, the centerpiece for this ‘birthing’ theory
and conjecture was the King Planet, Jupiter that to the Jews is the
Planet of the Messiah or King Planet, etc.
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To emphasize, this study is not emphatically stating
that the Rapture of the Bride of Christ is to take
place on May 210, 2018.

The question remains that perhaps as there was an anniversary of a ‘birth’ of a nation having occurred, could such another ‘birth’ be accompanying the Sign’ as a dual prophecy of when there will be another ‘birthing’ of another ‘Body’ or nation, a Spiritual Nation
no less? In this case, that ‘Body’ or Spiritual Nation would constitute the Body of Christ as the Bible teaches. It is made up of a Royal Nation of Priests and Kings as the Bride of Christ will co-rule with Jesus in the Kingdom to come. The question remains, does
such a natural birthing of YHVH’s Earthy Nation perhaps is to also signal the soon ‘birthing’ of His Spiritual Nation? Will the ‘birth’ the Bride come also in some sort of spiritual tandem with that of Israel? As the years progress toward the return of Jesus, the
timing is becoming more clear as the prophetic clues come into sharper focus. If the average human gestation pattern theory is a bust, at least those that love the LORD’s appearing are occupying and watching for Jesus’ return. This is not the time for the 5 Wise
Virgins to fall back to sleep but to be even the more vigilant to hear the voice and calling of the LORD.

